SUMMARY
Questionnaire for parents and carers – Summer 2015
Please read the following statements and tick the answer which best fits
what you think about Manor CE Infant School. Please only tick one box per
statement. If you cannot answer leave it blank.
(please tick)

Strongly
agree

Agree

1

My child is happy at this school.

17

1

2

My child feels safe at this school.

17

1

3

My child makes good progress at this school.

13

5

4

My child is well looked after at this school.

17

1

5

My child is taught well at school.

16

2

6

My child receives appropriate homework for
their age.

14

4

7

The school makes sure pupils are well behaved.

14

4

8

The school deals effectively with bullying.

10

5

9

The school is well led and managed.

16

2

17

1

11

7

10
11
12

The school responds well to any concerns I
raise.
I receive valuable information from the school
about my child’s progress.
Would you recommend this school to another
parent?

Disagree

Strongly

Don’t

disagree

Know

18

If you would like to explain any of your answers, or if there is anything else that you would like to tell us,
please do so here.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
Manor is a fantastic School.
Manor is a caring nurturing school which has built the confidence of my children and would definitely
recommend the school to other parents.
My child has progressed so much with his reading. The children feel so cared for and so happy.
A few stories heard about behaviour at lunch tables and how another child tries to take my child’s
food.
Age appropriate homework is difficult to assess as parameters are not known.
Although information I received about progress is good it is infrequent. Two meeting since September
is not enough.
Maybe more comment in reading books.
I would like to think that teachers are following procedures re illness i.e chickenpox.

3

An additional open ended evaluation is included below for you to make more specific or general
comments about what you think is working well and list ideas for further improving our school.
What is good about our school?
Small school and friendly environment. The support staff have a great relationship with the children.
The values you teach are excellent and I feel my child has improved on the values we already have
at home.
I love how the school values shine in the children. They are all polite and helpful.
The size of the school makes things more personal
All the children have the right amount of attention. Well grouped in ability. Smaller classes beneficial.
Strong partnership with parents.
Children involved in making decisions.
Children are confident with a great sense of belonging which show their views are valuable and
listened to.
Community feeling.
After school opportunities.
Interesting topics.
What could we do to improve our school to make it even better?
More consistency in the staff teaching my children this is important for their comfort in early years.
More frequent reports on their progress. If only a written report.
The school should become a primary.
More parents evenings and more information about how the children are progressing.
Small reports at the end of term stating if they excel or could do with further help in anything.
Discourage parents from blocking the gates to classrooms in the morning.

Any other comments
Parents to lunch was more worthwhile when parents could go on the playground.
Mrs Hale and Mrs Ketley were available and supportive when we were considering moving our child
mid year. We decided not to!

